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t know the place to start when it comes to choosing a power shaver. Unfortunately, I couldn’With
so many electric shavers on the market, it could get really confusing and frustrating to find the
right one, so in retrospect I created this full buying information. A couple of years ago, I was in
that exact placement. I was shaving with disposable blades, and almost every other shave I was
getting razor burn. As my facial hair got thicker, the irritation got worse.So I decided to try an
electric shaver and I went online browsing for reviews.There are a great number of people that
really don’t find any kind of useful information. Here is the desk of contents:Foil vs. Nobody was
actually buying and tests the shavers. Therefore that’s why I created my very own reviews, which
ended up within this buying guide. You can get detailed written evaluations, along with full video
demonstrations.Over the last few years I've bought and tested all the state of the art models and
I wish to share all the testimonials with you. My objective is to help you find the proper shaver
through individual product reviews, comparison reviews, and my own experience testing these
products. This buying information is a resource which can help you first find out your beard
thickness, and then recommends specific shavers. There are detailed reviews as well as links to
complete video demonstrations.Recommended Electrical ShaversFor Thick BeardsBraun Series
7 ReviewPanasonic ES LV ReviewFor Moderate BeardsBraun Series 3 ReviewSensoTouch 3D
ReviewFor Light BeardsHow to Use a power ShaverElectric Shaver TipsBeard Trimmer
GuideHow to Trim a BeardPre ShavesFinal WordsIt's a really complete male grooming direct,
and I hope you find it useful. I found tons of fake testimonials which just result in the online
suppliers. RotaryWet vs. DryHow Thick is Your Beard? Gleam complete section on how to use an
electric shaver to get the best results, in addition to a complete beard trimmer section.All of the
best,Tyler Stokes
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Thorough, face-about reviews of the very most popular electric shavers I am shaving mostly with
an electric shaver for 35 years. I've tried a few of the older models of the shavers described in
this information, but there is no method I would want to buy all of them merely to try them out.
The writer did exactly that, and I really appreciated getting the latest details on the most recent
models. The nice thing about any of it I shaved with a razor for a long time and then I needed a
surgical procedure and I wasn't allowed to use a razor as I was taking bloodstream thinner. I
made the decision that after 40 years, it was time to try an electric shaver. This publication
helped immensely. The fellow who wrote it went and purchased all kinds of electric razors and
wrote testimonials about all of them.. I only wish this book have been around when I first got
into the electric picture. He also gives tips on shaving for those that are just starting out on an
electric shaver.please.5 years of shaving I came across myself in a genuine quandary needing to
choose the right electric shaver for my skin and beard combination. money Before you buy a
power razor, spend the 99 cents and READ THIS BOOK! Easy, easy read--quick & Bottom line,
not only did I look for a great shaver for my dad, I bought one too. I'm 60 yrs . old and also have
been using electric razors for close to 40 years. The great thing about it, he does suggest certain
razors and I bought one he suggested and I couldn't end up being happier with it. Three Stars I
bought one Greatest help ever !.. And for the first time in my life, I now know very well what kind
of beard I must say i have and that led to my buy of a Panasonic Arc 4 that is the best shave I've
ever endured in my life! I'd highly recommend this guide ahead of any purchase..would have
saved me some costly mistakes.. I recommend! You won't be sorry. Smart Advice, Smart
Investment After years of hit and miss electric shaver purchases, this guide is long overdue.It
not only took the mystery out of choosing a shaver, it also provided sound rationale as to which
shaver to select for my beard type and equally important shaving habits. this guy is THE
authority actually, you cant find anyone who writes/reviews shaving gear mainly because
comprehensively as Tyler. Browse this book first..one of the best investments you may make.
Thanks Tyler congrats! So I bought it. The other guy was right. It's well worth it. It explains the
difference in beards and has great reviews of different varieties of shavers.Actually, through this
guy's critiques, I ended up NOT buying the most expensive, bells-and-whistles model.. Does
what it should It isn't like it's an excellent work of literature, however the information was worthy
of the price.. Actually helpfull and make me save a lot of money for sure . He offered me the
proper information to produce a really well informed purchase. Very comprehensive discussion
about each one. Pro !! And then I found Tyler’s website, with hands-on researched video
demonstrations of all of the popular shavers, reasonable pros and cons for using each shaver
predicated on individual beard types and choices, together with his own suggestions. It helped
me a lot with my recent purchase of the Braun 7865cc. Apart from the evaluations, the guide
covers a lot of topics: rotary vs foil, determining your hair type, and many other tips. Finding your
self with irritation and shaver burns? After 5. Saved me time & Highly Recommend As A POWER
Shaver Resource This is an essential resource in case you are in the market for or are thinking
about the purchase of an electric shaver.! Great, thorough guide I purchased this after another
person about Amazon said that it told him the necessary information he needed to know to buy
the right shaver. So I go about looking for him the very best shaver out there About a year ago, I
wanted a power shaver for my father who was simply hospitalized and was unable to do the
shopping for himself. He’d been a Norelco rotary shaver user for years and was looking for a
change. So I set about looking for him the best shaver on the market. A brief Google search led
me to different online shaver suppliers and their sales pitches. Informative, unbiased,
educational Found Tyler's guide via a recommendation from Wirecutter. On top of that, he’s

compiled all of that information in this great, comprehensive guide. directly to the point, with
enough info to make an informed decision predicated on That person, NOT reviews. Exceptional
Shaving His way of deeply elaborating what we men most value A Great Shave ! Ha, ha! Thanks
TYLER. . Before you may spend upwards of $100 to $200 for an electric razor that you intend to
last for years, spend a couple of bucks on this guide. for two reasons, i had a need to learn a lot —
fast — about shavers and Tyler’s information was the best. Tyler does an excellent job helping
you analyze and articulate your needs prior to matching them to the correct shaver. From
critiques of shavers to tips on with them and their components, it is quite informative.
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